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A Commentary on

Correlation analysis of serum vitamin D levels and postoperative

cognitive disorder in elderly patients with gastrointestinal tumor

Zhang, J., Zhang, X., Yang, Y., Zhao. J., and Yu, Y. Front Psychiatry. (2022) 13:893309.

doi: 10.3389/fpsyt.2022.893309

Dear Editor,

We read with great interest the article, ‘Correlation Analysis of Serum Vitamin

D Levels and Post-operative Cognitive Disorder (POCD) in Elderly Patients With

Gastrointestinal Tumor’ (1). This relevant article has explored the ongoing discussion

regarding Vitamin D’s multiple roles in maintaining health.

We have the following additional thoughts. The study missed addressing

the complications faced during recovery from the surgery. Examples that can

influence cognition are anesthesia recovery and electrolyte imbalance because of

fluid loss during or after the surgery. Also, body weight plays a role in anesthesia

recovery, i.e., lipid-soluble anesthetics with redistribution may affect a smooth

recovery and result in continued confusion (2). The study failed to consider the

association between the different anesthesia depths and POCD (3). The study misses

considering the role of post-operative pain management in altering cognition (4).

Elderly patients with gastrointestinal tumors may have fat depletion, influencing
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the absorption of fat-soluble vitamins such as Vitamins A,

D, E, and K (5). Nutrient absorption is affected in most

gastrointestinal tumors, especially fat absorption (6). Vitamins

D, A, and K have antioxidant properties that influence

post-surgery recovery (7, 8). Therefore, one way to identify

absorption abnormalities could be to check the levels of other

fat-soluble vitamins (A, E, and K). These findings suggest that

low Vitamin D levels could be an expected and coincidental

finding (9).

As Major Depressive Disorder affects cognition, screening

patients for pre-existing depression could have been informative

(10). The study discusses different confounders and mentions

age and sex as significant confounders. However, the article

does not clarify whether the odds ratios presented are

crude or adjusted using multivariate logistic regression.

In addition, women are more prone to osteoporosis and

low vitamin D levels after menopause (11). It would be

helpful to know the extent of confounding by reviewing

the crude and adjusted odds ratios. Controlling for factors

mentioned above (depression, anesthesia recovery, and pain

management) would help provide a robust result that would

assist the clinicians.

We believe that addressing the above issues will further

improve the impact of this study.
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